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Machine vision recognition of weld pool in gas
tungsten arc welding

R Kovacevic, PhD, SMSME, MemASME, MAWS and Y M Zhng, PhD, MemASME, MAWS
Center for Robotics and Manufacturing Systems, Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Kentucky, Lexinglon,
Kentucky, USA

The wekl pool and its surrounding area can prouide a human wgklgy with sulficient ois-ua-l information to control welding quality. S
tracking irror and pool geometr-y can be ricognized by a skilled human wekler and then utilized to adiust the welding .parame.
HoweuZr,for nnchiie rsiiion, accurate real-timi recogniiion of wekl pool geometry is a dfficult task due t9 th9 high intensity arc L
eoen thouigh seam tracking errors can be detected. A-nouel oiiion syiteyn is, therefor-e, useil.to acquire qualit! images against the ar
real-time"recognition alg6rithm is proposed to analyse the image and recognize- the pool geometry- based o1 the pattern recog-nl
technique. Deipite surfaie impurity'ani other infiueices, the pool geometry-can always be recognizeil with sulficient accuracy.in I5l
under dtfiereni wekting conditioni. To exploreihe potential-appl{cation of machine oision in welil-penetration control, experiments
corulucttd tu show thd correlation betwein pool geometry antl-weld penetration state. Thus, pool recognition also prouides a post
technique for front-face sensing of the weld penetration.
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NOTATION

kth piece of pool edge
edge slope
threshold of edge slope for seg-
menting
rough pool edge segments
alternative segments
possible selections for pool
edge
selected pool edge
possible selections for C1,
selected C*
second-order derivative of
pool edge
mean of f (t) in Cp range
mean of f (t) for interior points
in segment j, sj:0 for eoff),
sj: 1 for erQ)
lowest greyness encountered
during scanning along the
x-axis direction
cost function for recognition
cost function for recognizing
ck
number of short segments
number of short segments in
Corange
sequential number of initial
(ending) point in segment j
sample size of segment j
sample size in Corange
sequential number of initial
(ending) segment in Corange
sensor resolution along x
direction
sensor resolution along Y
direction
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threshold for edge detection
upper rough pool edge
lower rough pool edge
initial point for upper rough
pool edge search
initial point for lower rough
pool edge search
short segment range
range of the rough pool edge
range for searching the alter-
native of pool rear
boundaries for Co's

variance otf (t) in C* range
variance of f(t) for interior
points in segment 7, s, : 0 for
eoU), sj : 1 for erQ)
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1 INTRODUCTION

Skilled welders control the weld quality by adjusting the
welding parameters, for example the electrode feeding,
moving, weaving and angle, etc., based on their viewing
of the weld pool and its surrounding area. Of the
welding process information that is extracted, the pool
geometry and seam tracking error may be the most
crucial. The importance of seam tracking in determining
welding quality is well known. The pool geometry may
also offer abundant information about the welding
quality. To confirm this, experiments have been con-
ducted to explore the potential correlation between
pool geometry and weld penetration. It is observed that
when weld penetration increases, the sharpness of the
weld pool rear increases. This suggests that the pool
geometry, associated with the seam tracking informa-
tion, should be extracted to control the weld quality,
Since the seam tracking has been matured, this study
will focus on the real-time recognition of weld pool
geometry.

Pool oscillation, ultrasonic technique, infrared
sensing and radiography have been proposed to sense, - Y
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the pool geometry or size. They are considered indirect
methods. The pool oscillation is intended to measure
the mass of the weld pool which can be considered as
an average description of the weld pool size, rather than
the geometry or shape of the weld pool. The ultrasonic
sensors must be in close contact with the weldment
surface. Its application is therefore restricted. The infra-
red sensing can acquire the weld pool boundary based
on the emissivity change between the solid material and
molten metal liquid (1). However, human identification
of the weld pool boundary is not easy. This makes it
diflicult to verify the acquired pool boundary using the
recorded infrared images. In the radiographic sensing,
the projected X-ray decays when it penetrates the
material. The intensity of the received X-ray varies with
the penetrated material thickness (2). Thus, the bound-
ary of the deformed weld pool may be detected by the
intensity change. In most cases, the thickness change
caused by the deformation is very small compared with
the weldment thickness. The accuracy of the pool
boundary detection will be affected. Also, the applica-
tion of X-ray to real-time control of the welding process
may be diflicult because of the required protection.

The vision method can be regarded as a direct one.
Among existing vision techniques, the coaxial viewing
proposed by Richardson et al. (3) has been regarded as
a promising approach. Since the weld pool surface is
mirror-like, the diffuse reflection of the arc light from
the weld pool is weaker than that from the surrounding
area. This intensity difference may be used to detect the
pool edge. However, the radiation from the pool causes
the intensity contrast of the pool against the surround-
ing area to be low. Also, the surface veins caused by the
cooling behind the pool generate frequent intensity
changes (4). Some of these veins are concentric with the
pool edge. Consequentlyo rapid detection of the pool
edge is diffrcult (4). Even though an excellent processing
algorithm has been developed, it still requires 6.5
seconds to process a frame of image for extracting the
pool edge using a VAX 1U785 computer (4). Pietrzak
and Packer (5) developed a real-time proportional inte-
gral differential (PID) control system of 8 Hz to detect
and control the pool width; however, the image pro-
cessing algorithm failed when oxides or impurities were
present.

In this study, an ultra-high shutter speed camera with
pulsedJaser illumination has been used to improve the
contrast. [This camera was developed by Control
Vision Inc. and has been used to sense high-speed, high-
temperature processes (6). However, no real-time algo-
rithms have been developed to recognize the weld pools
from the sensed images.] Owing to the short duration of
the laser pulse, the laser intensity is much greater than
the arc intensity and radiation of the weld pool. Also,
the pool surface is mirror-like. Thus the laser is not dif-
fusely reflected from the pool as it is from the unmolten
material. A well-contrasted weld pool can be sensed,
and quality images can be acquired and processed to
detect the weld pool edge rapidly and reliably. Under
ideal circumstances, a simple algorithm can be
employed to extract the edge in only 50 ms. If oxides
exist on the pool surface, the projected laser will also be
diffusely reflected from the oxide floats as well as from
the solid area. Furthermore, an unclean surface may
influence the reflection from the solid material. Regard-
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less of these imperfect conditions, the pool edge can .
always be recognized within 150 ms by the image pro-
cessing and pattern recognition techniques proposed in
this paper.

In the next section, the experiments which show the
existence of a correlation between the pool geometry
and the weld penetration are discussed. Then the vision
system is described in Section 3. In Section 4, the per- \

formance requirements are determined. An image pro- \--l

cessing technique is proposed in Section 5 to prepare
the possible pool edge candidates. In Section 6, these
candidates are then evaluated to extract the pool edge
by the proposed pattern recognition technique. In
Section 7,the conclusions are presented.

2 PRELIMINARY OBSERVATION 

\

Weld penetration sensing and control with a front-face
sensor have been fundamental problems in automated \

welding. Several ideas have been proposed to sense the
weld penetration from the front face (7). Among these
possible approaches, the pool oscillation method (8.-13)
and the structured-light three-dimensional vision
method (7, 14) have been implemented in closed-loop
control systems. Pool oscillation-based methods can
distinguish the partial penetration from the full pen-
etration mode and then maintain the full penetration
mode, utilizing the frequency drop associated with the
mode transfer from partial to full penetration (11-13).
For the structured-light three-dimensional vision
approach (7, l4), a precision control of the back-face
bead width has been achieved. The weld geometry
behind the pool is measured to obtain the weld pen-
etration feedback. In this case, a measure delay exists.
To overcome this delay, a complicated advanced
control algorithm has been used (14). If the pool
geometry can be utilized, the delay will be eliminated. A \--
precision control of weld penetration may be acquired
only through a simple control algorithm.

To show the potential correlation between the pool
geometry and weld penetration, experiments have been
conducted using the d.c. gas tungsten arc welding
(GTAW). The material is stainless steel. The power
supply is computer controlled and can operate in the
range from 10 to 200 A. The arc length, torch trajectory
and travel speed can be preprogrammed. The camera r
views the pool area as it is shown in Fig. 1. The details
of the vision system and image processing will be dis-
cussed in the following sections. In the experiments, the
current varies while the other welding parameters are "
kept constant. Bead-on-plate welding is conducted on 3
mm thick plates. The argon flowrate is always 10l/min.

Figure 2 shows the weldment produced by gradually
increasing the current while the arc length (3.5 mm) and
torch velocity (2 mm/s) are kept constant. Four images
of weld pools corresponding to different currents, that is
j :105,  110,  113 and 118 A are g iven in  F ig.3.  I t  is
observed that the weld pool shape characteristic varies
gradually with the current during the welding. At the
beginning, the pool looks like an ellipse. The front and
rear of the pool have little difference in shape. However,
as weld penetration increases (that is the depth of pen-
etration increases in the partial mode, the penetration
mode transfers from the partial to full penetration mode
or the back-face bead width increases in the full pen- ' \
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etration mode), the shape of the weld pool begins to
differ. rWhile the front shape remains almost unchanged,
the rear becomes sharp. This shape change trend can be
seen throughout the entire process, that is from shallow
to deep to full penetration and from smaller to larger
back-face bead width. For example, in Fig. 3a, the weld
pool is partially penetrated. In this case, the front and
rear shapes are similar. However, in Fig. 3b, the mode
has been transferred from the partial penetration to the
full penetration. The back-face bead width is 1.9 mm. A
sharper weld pool rear is observed. In Fig. 3c and d, the
back-face bead widths are 2.9 and 4.5 mm respectively.
The corresponding rear shape becomes even sharper
than in Fig. 3b. A similar shape change trend is also

observed in another experiment where all the experi-
mental conditions are the same as already used, except
for the arc length which is reduced to 1.2 mm.

In the 3.5 mm arc length experiment, the increase of
the front bead width with the current is not significant
(see the front-face photograph in Fig. 2). This has also
been observed in the 1.2 mm arc length case. However,
the weld penetration increases with the current nearly
linearly (see the back-face picture in Fig. 2). This implies
that the front-face bead width is insensitive to the weld
penetration. tA similar conclusion has also been
acquired in a previous study (15).] Thus, even though
some relationship exists between the weld penetration
and pool geometry, the pool geometry cannot accu-
rately be represented solely by the pool width. More
geometrical information of the weld pool is required.
Hence, precise measurement techniques should be
addressed for the pool geometry.

Note that this section is only intended to confirm the
possible correlation of the weld pool geometry with the
weld quality. If the exact relationship is pursued, addi-
tional experiments must be performed under different
welding conditions. The inherent characteristic of the
pool shape must be found. However, this is beyond the
scope of the present study which aims at machine emu-
lation of human vision during welding.

3 VISION SYSTEM

The mirror-like rehectivity of the weld pool tends to
eliminate the diffusion reflection of arc light from the
pool surface. However, the pool radiation still exists. If
the radiation and arc reflection from the solid (un-
molten and solidified) material are not much stronger
than the radiation from the pool, the weld pool in the
resultant images will not be well contrasted against the
surrounding area and the recognition of the pool edge
will be diflicult. Good contrast is needed between the
weld pool and surrounding area. In this study, the con-
trast will be improved by increasing the reflection from
the solid atea. To do this, a strong illumination must be
projected on to the area of interest. The LaserStrobe
vision system of the Control Vision Inc. is ideal for this
application.

0

O) Front-side weld view

100
Distance

0 100 2N

Distance
rnm

(c) Back-side weld view

Fig. 2 Experiment under gradually increasing current
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(b) Current i : ll0 A (r = 50 s), full penetration, 1.9 mm back-face
bead width

The LaserStrobe vision system consists of a strobe
illumination unit (pulse laser), camera head and system
controller (6). The pulse duration of the laser is 3 ns.
The wavelength is 337 nm in the near-ultraviolet
portion of the optical spectrum. The pulse is generated
using an extremely fast high-energy electrical discharge
through a sealed cavity containing high-purity nitrogen
gas. During the laser duration, the intensity of laser illu-
mination is much higher than those of the arc and hot
metal. To capture the image during the laser pulse, the
camera shutter has been synchronized with the laser
pulse. This synchronization is rcalized through the
system controller which sends appropriate trigger com-
mands to fire the strobe unit and initiate the shuttering
of the camera head. A narrow-band optical filter has
been equipped to match the laser wavelength. Using
this vision system, good weld pool contrast can always
be obtained for different welding conditions. Quality
images can be acquired for the possible real-time pool
edge recognition.

The camera is attached to the torch, viewing the weld
pool and the surrounding area as shown in Fig. 1. The
image coordinate system xy is also shown in Fig. 1,
where the x axis and y axis correspond to the bead
width and pool length directions respectively. The video
signal from the camera is digitized by a frame grabber.

Part B: Joumal of Engineering Manufacture

(c) Current i: II3 A (r : 65 s), full penetration, 2.9 mm back-face
bead width

(d) Current i : ll8 A (r : 90 s), full penetration,4'5 mm back-face
bead width

The memory of the frame grabber can be accessed by
the computer (486DX66) for image processing. The
frame grabber is 512 x 512 8 bit. The field of view is
20.8 mm x 14.2 mm. The resolutions along the x and y
directions are pixel" : 0.0406 mm and pixel, :0.0277
mm respectively. In most cases, ideal images as shown
in Fig. 4a can acquired by our vision system. However,
imperfect images are also sometimes encountered. Some
of these imperfect images are shown in Fig. 4b and c.
For example, when unmolten oxides or impurities exist,
the pool's mirror-like reflectivity will be disturbed, as i
can be seen in Fig. 4b and c. [The algorithm for the
pool width extraction proposed in reference (5) has
failed in this case.] Also, the remaining arc effect and
complicated pool rear may be encountered. For
machine vision, these imperfections will complicate the
recognition even though the pool edge can still be easily
identified by a human.

4 PERFORMANCE REQI.IIREMENT

In this study, only the pool recognition problem will be
addressed. However, the prospective application is the
real-time control of the welding process. Thus, the per-
formance requirement for the pool recognition should
be determined according to the real-time control. \-/

Fig.3 Weld pools with different currents. Torch speed 2 mmfs, 250 mm
x 50 mm x 3 mm stainless steel plate, arc length 3.5 mm, argon flow-
rate 10l/min, weldment as shown in Fig. 2

(a) Current i : 105 A (r : 25 s), partial penetration
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(a) Ideal image of dark pool. 120 A current, 6 mm arc length, 3 mm/s
torch speed, 250 mm x 100 mm x 3 stainless steel plate, 15 l/min
argon flowrate

(b) Oxides existing on the pool diffusely reflect the laser as the solid
material does. The remaining arc light makes the pool region also
bright. 115 A current, 3.5 mm arc length, 2 mm/s torch speed, 250
fllm x 50 mm x 3 stainless steel plate, 101/min argon flowrate

(c) Oxides existing on the pool diffusely reflect the laser as the solid
material does. The complicated imaging near the pool rear makes the
solidifiid material dark as the pool is. 40 A current, 2.5 mm arc
length, 2 mm/s torch speed, 250 mm x 70 mm x I stainless steel
plate, 8 l/min argon flowrate

Fig.4 Typical images

Assume that the typical torch speed is about 2 mm
per second. To control the welding process, the sam-
pling interval along the seam must be small. If this
interval is selected as approximately 1 mm, the corre-
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sponding time interval is 500 ms. In this 500 ms inter-
val, the image is first sampled, then converted into video
signal and digitized. Once the pool size is obtained
based on the image processing result, the control algo-
rithm is implemented to calculate the new welding
current. The sampling, that is the optical sensing on the
image plane, can be completed instantaneously.
However, the scanning of a frame image will take
1000/30 ms. (The digitization into the frame grabber is
completed simultaneously in this period.) Also, there is
a delay between the sampling command and the actual
sampling moment. This delay, which depends on the
cameral status, may reach a maximum of 1000/30 ms.
The implementation of a moderately complex control
algorithm usually costs less time compared with the
image acquisition and processing. Thus, a machine
vision algorithm that can recognize the weld pool edge
in 250 ms is required. Such an algorithm can be re-
garded as real-time.

It will be diffrcult to quantitatively measure the accu-
racy of the algorithm. To the authors' knowledge, no
other more accurate measuring system for pool
geometry is available. Thus, the accuracy will be evalu-
ated through human visual inspection during on-line
image processing.

5 IMAGE PROCESSING

Although the LaserStrobe camera provides quality
images, the pool edge extraction is still not straight-
forward, owing to the influences of surface defects, im-
purities, oxides and material reflectivity. Also, the weld
pool size, shape and position may change during
welding. Although a human can extract the weld pool
edge easily from the images, a machine algorithm
cannot do so easily in real-time.

A two-step procedure has been proposed to recognize
the pool geometry. In the first step, the image pro-
cessing is performed to acquire candidate edges which
contain the pool edges. The candidate edges are then
sorted by a pattern recognition technique to extract the
pool edges in the second step, that is the recognition
step. To simplify the recognition, obvious non-pool
edges have been eliminated from the candidate edges in
the image processing step.

This section addresses the image processing step. In
this step, all possible edges are detected first. Then,
based on the continuity of the pool edge, the rough pool
edge and range are determined to eliminate the obvious
non-pool edges. The rough pool edge can be segmented
at its discontinuities. Since the short segments may not
lie on the pool edge, their alternatives are searched to
ensure inclusion of all of the pool edge segments in the
candidate edges.

5.1 Edge detection

The possible candidates for the pool edge segments
must be the edges existing in the image. However, other
edges (for example the torch edge, electrode edge and
oxide edge) also exist on the images. A direct algorithm
could be developed for the pool edge detection, but
such an algorithm would not be robust or computation
efficient. An algorithm capable of distinguishing the
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pool edge from other edges will be more robust and
computation eflicient.

At a certain y, the image is scanned along the x-axis
direction. Once the scanning along the x-axis direction
is completed, the y coordinate is increased and the scan-
ning along the x-axis direction is repeated. During the
scanning along the x-axis direction, the possible edge
points are detected. The scanning procedure is illus-
trated in Fig. 5.

The pool edge can be divided into two portions, that
is the upper and lower sides (see Fig. 5). At the upper
edge, the greyness is supposed to sharply decrease along
the scanning direction (x-axis) while it increases for the
lower side edge. In the ideal case, the greyness of the
weld pool is zero. However, the remaining arc effect
may exist. In addition to the oxide area, the non-zero
greyness can, therefore, also be encountered on the weld
pool. Thus, a pure threshold method may not be proper
for detection the pool edge.

Before scanning the edge along the x-axis direction,
the lowest greyness along the x-axis direction can be
determined. This lowest greyness is denoted as 9,"*(y). If
no arc effect is encountered during this scanning, gro*(y)
should be zero. In this case, the pool edge is often
accompanied by a sufficient greyness jump. The pool
edge can be reliably detected through a thresholding
technique. The threshold T(y) can be selected as

T(y ) :  {m in  s *sn* (y )X l  + / )  (1 )

where / is the relative thresholding level and min g is a
small greyness level. The introduction of min g is to
improve the robustness of the thresholding. For
example, if g"*(y) : 0, the threshold T(y) will be zero if
no min g is incorporated. The edge detection per-
formance will be very poor. Due to the large greyness
difference between the pool and solid material, the selec-
tions of both min g and / are not crucial. From experi-
ments, min g and / have been selected as 5 (greyness
level) and 20 per cent respectively. Using the acquired
T(y), the possible greyness jump can be detected. If the
greyness changes from high to low during scanning
along the x-axis direction, the detecteci edge can be used
as the upper edge candidate. If the greyness changes
from low to high, the lower side candidate is acquired.

If the arc effect is encountered, grc*(y) will not be zero.
In this case, the greyness threshold will be difficult to
determine due to the variable arc effect (see Fig. 4b and
c for the arc effect). However, the pool edge still

Scan i

Fig.5 Edge scanning and edge sides. For a certain y, the
image is scanned along the x-axis direction for pos-
sible edge points
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corresponds to a greyness jump. Thus, if gr"*(y) > 0, the
large greyness gradients are searched. The largest three
greyness gradients along the x-axis direction and the
largest three greyness gradients along the -x-axis
direction can be taken as the possible upper edge and
lower edge candidates respectively.

Plotting the detected edge points to be brightest (that
is greyness - 255), Figs 6a and 7a can be obtained from
the original images of Fig. 4b and c respectively. It can
be seen that the majority of the pool edge has been
included in these brightest points.

5.2 Rough pool edge

If the pool edge is recognized directly from all possible
edge points, as shown in Fig. 6a or Fig. 7a, the compu-
tation will be complicated and time consuming. To sim-
plify the recognition problem, the non-pool edges
should be eliminated and the range of interest should be
reduced. These will be achieved by determining the
rough pool edge.

The continuity of the pool edge can be used for
acquiring the rough pool edge. Two points that lie on
the pool edge must first be detected (the upper edge
point and the lower edge point), which will serve as the
initial search points. If no oxides exist on the pool, the
longest low-greyness range must correspond to the bead
width. The two end-points of this range (along the
x-axis direction) must be pool edge points. However,

(b) Rough edge
Fig.6 Possible edges and rough pool edge for image with

oxide and arc effect

(a) Possible edges

Scani t I
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(b) Non-pool edge is eliminated as much as possible to simplify the
recognition

(c) Alternatives should be searched for the short segments of the rough
pool edge

(d) Pool edge candidates include both the rough pool edge segments and
their alternatives. The pool edge can be covered by these candidates

Fig. 7 Pool edge recognition procedure

this may not necessarily be true if oxides float on the
pool. For example, for the case shown in Fig. 8, two
distinct low-greyness regions can be seen which results
in two pairs of end-points: (a) the upper pool edge point
and the upper oxide edge point and (b) the lower oxide
edge point and the lower pool edge point. The longest
low-greyness range appears between the upper pool
edge and upper oxide edge. In this case, if the continuity
is utilized to search for the pool edge with the lower
end-point (the upper oxide edge) as the initial search
point, the resultant edge will not be the pool edge. Thus,
the search continues until only a single pair of end-

Fig.8 Initial points for dynamic search. When the oxide is
encountered, the upper-lower edge point pairs will be
at least two. If no oxide is met, the upper-lower edge
point pair may be only one. The largest span from the
upper edge to lower edge point may not correspond
to the pool upper and lower edge

@ IMechE 1995

points are met along the x-axis direction. This pair will
be the pool upper and lower edge points and can be
taken as the initial search points.

Assume that the upper and lower initial points are
(x,,,, y,) and (x;,, yt) respectively. The upper side and
lower side edges will be searched separately. For the
upper side, the search will be done along both the -y

and y directions from (xr,,, yt). The resultant edge can be
denoted as the point  set  (x""(y) ,  y)(y -  1, . . . ,512).  The
search can be dynamic, that is searching the new point
in the neighbourhood of the last point, because of the
continuity of the pool edge. For the search along the y
direction for the .upper edge, the dynamic search pro-
cedure is

1. x* : xi,, , !* : ! i .
2. y* : y* * 1. Among the possible upper side points

along the line y : y* search for the nearest point (x,
y*) to the point (x*, y*). Denote this nearest point as
(xo, Y*).

3. If lx6 - x* | > 6 (d is selected to be 20 in this study),
let x* : xo and x.,,(y*) : xo. Otherwise, x"u(y*) : x*
and x* is not changed.

4. lf y* :512, stop. Otherwiso, Bo to step 2.

The search along the -y direction and the lower side
search can be completed similarly. Thus, (x",,(y), y)
(y:  l ,  . . . ,  512) and (x"1$),  y)  (y -  l ,  . . . ,  512) can be
obtained.

(a) The pool edge is included in the possible edges

v
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Assume that the pool lies within the range of lYr, Yrf.
The rough pool edge will be (x.,,(y), y) and (x",(y), y)
(y : Yt, ..., Yr). To determine yl and Yr, the closure of
the pool edge can be used. For Y1 and Yr, x",,(/) will be
compared with x",(y) from ! : li along the -y and y
directions respectively. Theoretically, the largest or
smallest y coordinate that makes x.,,(./) >- x"r(J) during
the above comparison can be considered as Y, and Yr.
However, this condition may be too stringent. It is
observed that the x coordinate of the pool edge often
changes very fast near the pool front (see Figs 3 and 4).
Aho, once beyond the pool, the closure condition may
not necessarily be met. Thus, the closure condition may
be loosened a little. For the rear, the imaging is much
more complex and the closure condition will be much
more diflicult to meet. To obtain robust estimates of yl
and Yr, the following closure conditions have been uti-
lizad, in determining the rough pool edge:

Yr : max y{x""(y) + 3 2 x"{lt)}
Y i > Y 7  |

Yz: min y{x..(y) + s >x.rO)} Q)
y i  ( y  (  5 1 2

Thus, the rough pool edge, that is (x..(y), y) and (x"(y),
y\ 0 : Yr, ..., Yz), is acquired. For the images in Fig. 4b
and g the rough edges are shown in Figs 6b and 7b
respectively. It can be seen that the rough edge in Fig.
6b has been an acceptable estimate of the pool edge.
Thus, in the_succeding discuslsign, only the image ig Fig.
4c will be taken as an example to show the image and
recognition procedures.

5.3 Pool edge candidates

The rough pool edge is only a preliminary estimate of
the pool edge. Non-pool edge segments may still exist.
To ensure that the entire pool edge is contained in the
final pool edge candidates, the alternatives for possible
non-pool edge segments must be acquired. To do this,
the rough pool edge will be segmented. Due to the
closure associated with the pool edge, short segments
should be considered as possible non-pool edge seg-
ments and their alternatives will be searched.

The discontinuities of the rough pool edge can be
employed for segmenting the rough pool edge. Consider
the upper side of the rough pool edge (x",(y), y) (y :
Yr, ..., Yr). The difference d""0) can be computed as

d""(J): x"u[/) - x"u[/ - 1) (3)

If the magnitude of the difference is beyond the permit-
ted range, that is

lil""(y)l > do (4)

the upper side of the rough edge will be recognized as
discontinuous at y, where do is the discontinuity thresh-
old. If do is selected to be too small, too many segments
will be generated. The pattern recognition will therefore
be complicated. If do is too large, the discontinuities of
interest may be missed. From experiments, ds is selected
to be 5 (pixel,). For the lower side, the segmenting can
b€ performed similarly. Thus, the rough pool edge
shown in Fig. 7b can be segmented as shown in Fig. 7c.

It has been observed that the rear portion of the pool
edge may not be acquired in the rough pool edge in
some cases. Thus, the alternatives for the short segments
and rear pool edge are required. For the rear of the
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pool, the greyness must be zero, except for the oxides,
since no remaining arc effect exists there. The range
Yf : Yt - (Yt - Yt) x 0.1 ( y ( Yt : Yz * (Yz - Yr)
x 0.1 will be scanned to determine the edge from zero

greyness to the non-zero greyness area. The scanning is
performed for x""(yf) ( x ( xa[t).For the short seg-
ments, the lengths of which are less than 20 pixel' their
alternatives can be determined by the following pro-
cedure:

1. Scan the segments from the front of the pool to y :
Yf until finding a segment longer than 20.

2. Scan the segments towards the rear. When a short
segment is encountered, for example in the range
lyro, lirf, the alternative edge segment will be
searched in this range. The search will be performed
along the direction from x",,(/io - 1) to x""(y,o). The
search range will be x",,(/;o - 1) - 10 ( x (
x",,(j/;o) + 10 or x",,(y,o - 1) - 10 ( x ( x",,(yio) + 10,
depending on whether x",,[/io - 1) is less or larger
than x",,(yro).

3. If there are any short segments encountered before
finding the first large segment in step 1, the search
performed in step 2 will also be conducted towards
the pool head.

Thus, the alternatives for both the short segments
and rear edge can be obtained (see Fig. 7d for the image
addressed in Fig. 7). These alternative and rough edge
segments provide the final pool edge candidates. For - ]

Determining 8ro,r()) and T(Y)

y < 5 1 2  ?

Determining (.riu, yi) and (.r1, yi)

Search for (,r"u()), y) (y : 1, ..., 512)

Search for (r"r()), y) (y : l, ...,512)

Determining Yy andY2

Arrange for es(j) and e1(7)

Fig. 9 Flow chart for image processing
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convenience, the image processing step is summatized
in the flow chart of Fig. 9.

6 PATTERN RECOGNITION

It has been observed that the pool edge candidates
acquired in the image processing step can always cover
the pool edge. The-problem is how to select the final
segments from all possible segments to construct the
pool edge.' 

Assume that the rough pool edge has been divided
into K - 1 segments in the range of [fi, Yf]. The rear
portion of thJrough edge can be considered as the Kth
iegment. Denote the K segments of the rough pool edge
as eo0) (i : 1,..., K). The alternative segments for the
shori-iegments and rear edge can be denoted as erQ)
(i : l, ..., K), where e1fu) corresponds t9 e.o?\ U : \,
..., &. Some segments are equivalent for the rough
pool edge and its alternative if the corresponding
iegment length is larger than 20. Assume that there are
Kf short segments. The p_ossible selections for yielding
thi final pool edge are 2K'. Suppose that the possible
select ions are E$ ( i :1 , . . . ,  N) ,  where N:2n ' .  A cost
function Jg<'t\ can be optimized to select the best E(i),
denoted as E(i*), utilizing the following criterion:

B$t ' 11Btt*)) : 
,TJ:nJ(Etu) 

(5)

In machine vision, the recognition of regular shapes
has been well addressed (16). The recognition of regular
shapes or their combination can be fulfilled using stan-
darb techniques (17, 18). However, as has been dis-
cussed, the weld pool is irregular. To distinguish the
pool edge segmenis from the other edgg segments, the
inhereni chaiacteristics of the pool shape must be
acquired and then used to yield the cost function J.

'ihe most obvious feature of the pool edges shape can
be characterized by its continuity and closure. Also, the
pool edge is smooih. If the pool edgr is divided. into the
iour pieies as shown in Fig. I0, Ck (k : I, . . :, 4) may be
approximated by the second-order curves. Suppose the
corresponding equations are :

c {  ! : a t x 2  * b P * c t

C z :  x :  a 2 y 2  *  b t !  *  c z

C t :  ! : a t x 2 + b 3 x * c a  
( 6 )

C + :  x :  a 4 y 2  +  b o Y  *  c a

Principally, if these four models can be fit for different
E(i), thi corresponding modelling error may be used as

the cost function. However, the corresponding compu-
tation will be too large for the real-time algorithm. It
can be seen that the second-order derivative associated
with any of these four curves should be constant. Thus,
the variation of the sampled second-order derivative
sequence {f (t)} in the curve k, measured by the variance
o12l should-UC as small as possible. The fitting degree of
Etti to the second-order curves can then be measured by
the following sum:

4

I o*(r,1 Q)
k = l

Also, these curves must be connected smoothly. It seems
that the joint status of these curves should also be
incorporaled into the cost function. Thus, in the cost
functi,on, both the second-order derivative variation and
joint status should be addressed. A proper weight must
be selected to compromise these two conditions. The
problem is therefore complicated.

To simplify the cost function, the joint condition can
be eliminlted by means of dividin9 Ct properly. Take
Yru : Y, + 2O, Yr�: Yr + 20, Yru: Yf and Yzt: Yf as
ttrJ Uoundaries {or C2 (see Fig. 10). If Ytu.. is not on the
boundary of upper edge segments, no E(" will produce
discontinuous joints among C, and Cr.In this case, the
respective joint status may not be considered in the cost
function. If yr" crosses the boundary of the upper seg-
ments, Yr, can be shifted towards Y2,, gradually until
the shifted Yr,, crosses no boundary of the upper seg-
ments. (To reduce the computation, Ir,, will be further
shifted until a long upper segment is reached. For a
long segment, no alternative segment exists and the
po;l eAge in the corresponding ra19! will . be this
ieggtent.) For other boundaries, a similar adjustment
.u-n br dotr". Thus, the joint conditions can be elimi-
nated from the cost function. The following cost func-
tion can be acquired:

4

J(E(l : Io*(rtt) (8)
k = l

As described, the curve boundaries have been selected
on the long segments, crossing no segment boundaries.
Thus, for any curve Co, its two boundary segments have
been fixed and have no alternatives. This makes it pos-

sible to separate the computations for different 6y
values. The global optimization of equation (5) can be
decomposedlnto four independent local optimizations.
Assumi that the curve k covers the segments from N[[
to N[ti. The possible selections are Eo(k) [1 : l, "',
N(k)l: Thus, the following criterion can be used:

E(i-)(k): olln<t.t1k1y - min ol@ut(k))
1 < i < N ( k )

( k  :  l ,  . . . ,  4 )  (9 )

where E(t-\k) is the selected Crand

Yzu rlu

g(i+l -
4

lJ rtt-r1k)
k =  1

(10)

Yt Ytt

Fig. 10 Pool edge division. The pool edge is divided into

four portions. By proper division, the global opti-

mization for the whole pool edge can be decomposed

into four local optimizations for the corresponding
portions. The computation is drastically decreased
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The above decomposition can significantly decrease
the computation. Assume that Kt(k) short- -segments
exist in -0. ;tt can be shown that K,(k) ( Nrr-- Nro
- 1.] If the optimization was not decomposed, the cost

function in equation (8) would be calculiated 2Er=rakr(k)
times. In the iase of decomposition, the cost function

v
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Input es(j),  e{j)  ( j  = l ,  . . . ,  /V)

Determining Y6, Y2u, Y1, Y21

Determining N16, N11, Lk, N (k) (k = l, 2, 3, 4), L(j)

catculatefr( j),f i( j), atu), ozr}\ U: i lro, ...,N*r)

i = 0 , j * : 0 , 4 = t

Compute/(f. il, f (i r), f1, and A (j) (j : Nrg, . . ., Nrr )

Compute J1 based on equation (15)

Jt< J k?

i*  :  i ,  J I :  Jo

i < N(&)?

Pool edge : Cr f C2 + Ca + C4

Fig. 1l Flow chart for pattern recognition

for selecting E(t*) is calculated2xt*t times. The computa- r A
tion for the cost function in equation (8) is less than r k:
2^or<r<+Kr(&) timeS. Let

) , -
2E*=r4Kr(k)

: 2E*=tal(t(k)-maxr <*<+Kr(&) A 2xo 0l)
2maxr<r<+Kr(ft)

where Ko: If=rKr(k) - maxr<&<4 Kr(k). Thus, the
computation can be decreased by more than ,1 :2Ko
times. I f  we assume Kt( l)  :  K12): Kr(3): Kr(4):5,
the respective computations for the cost function (8) will
be reduced from 1048 576 to only 32.

Consider the curve k. The segments included in this
curve range from the IVlt, to lvlti. The sample size
associated with the segment j is Ui. Denote the
segment j u er(si : 0, l). It can be seen that s,; depends
on Co(k). The boit function for selecting the curve k can
be calculated through the following equation:

Frrt B: Joumd of Enginaing Manufaclure

lJr

L t'u)
l=  lp

(r2)
where l;s (lil is the sequential number of the initid
(ending) point of the segmentj, and

i\Irr

Lr,: I W)
j ='lYro

A(il:fr-f,li

o? L*
lVrr IJr

I  L{ t t r ) - i " ,0+/0\ '
j = N 2 s  l : l 1 o

IV*r lil _ lltr

I L Urr) -i",a|' + I
j : iV1e l=l1o j=iVro

lVrr ljr

+ I LUtD-f"{illttil
j=lV*o l : l ro

o rMdE ret
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tr:;,;_"t,*) - 2|f,li)

+ {f (tii -f,,ttl} + {f (ti -r,r,rllt

wheref is the mean of {/(D} in the whole range of the
curve k and "[,(,r) is the mean of {/(D} for the interior
points of e"r(y):-

-  I  l ; r - l

f ,di l :  f f i  ,=8.!r,  (s1: r,2) (r4)

It can be shown that
Nrr  l j r

I I {r(D-f,lt}/u)
j= iV1e l= l ;e

(13)

i  Nr r  l j r

I I
j = N 1 e  l = l ; o

Nr r l j r

I I
j = N r c  t = I i s

JVrr
: I {f(tid + f(ri - 2f,,(j)} /(j)

j = iVro

Nrr
/'(j): I r-u)arT (1s)

j :  Nro

{u(D - f,,0}'
ivr r

: I l{u) - 2}o?,(il + {f (ti - f,0}'
J: JVro

+ {f (ti - f,,o}'l
where

1 l ; r  -  I

o?,(j) : t- I {f u) - f",0}' (s; : 1, 2) (16)"  L U ) -  Z  t = l r " * r

Sincef,(y) and o!,Q) are only required to compute once,
the coinputation for minimizing J k can be greatly
reduced.

It has been shown that the proposed image pro-
cessing and recognition algorithm can be fulfilled in
only 100-150 ms. Thus. a real-time recognition of the
weld pool is achieved. The resultant recognition algo-
r i thm can be i l lustrated b,v-  the f low chart  in Fig.  i1.

If the used welding speeci and the sampling ciistance
,nterval aiong the seam cita.nge. lhe crit icai irnage oro-
;essing speed shouid be recaicuiaieci. A higher welciing
- ' ieed and smal ler  sampi ins :n ie;r ,a i  wi i i  deciease the
sampiing period of a controi system. The ailoweci t ime
lbr the image processing wii l be decreaseci. In this study,
the image is processed by a PC486DX66 computer. If a
oowerful multi-processor digital signal processing broad
is used, the proposed image algorithm may be com-
pleted in 30 ms. In the case, the sampling waiting period
can be eliminated. The maximum control rate wil l be 15
Hz.lf the maximum sampling distance interval is 2 mm,
the allowed welding speed will reach 30 mm per second.
The proposed image processing algorithm may be used
for real-time control in most GTAW applications.

In addition to being real-time, the proposed algo-
rithm has been shown by extensive experimentation to
be accurate and robust against possible welding dis-
turbances. Excellent recognition results are always
observed (see Fig. 12 for the recognized pool edges for
the typical images).

The effectiveness of the proposed image sensing tech-
nique has been verified in control practice (19). The
extracted pool boundary was used to calculate the area
of the weld pool. Using the area feedback, uniform

@ IMechE 1995

(a) Ideal images can be easily processed to recognize the pool edge with
satisfied accuracy

(b) Satisfied pool edge is
effect

acquired despite the oxide and remaining arc

(c) Satisfied pool edge is produced by the proposed algorithms even
though several oxides and poor rear imaging are encountered

Fig. 12 Recognized pool edges for typical images

welds have been achieved despite the different varia-
tions in welding conditions.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Quality images can be acquired by the LaserStrobe
camera system. Through the proposed image processing
and recognition algorithm, the weld pool geometry can
be recognized with sufficient accuracy in real-time

\^-'
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(faster than 150 ms). This precision recognition of the
weld pool can be regarded as progress towards the
machine emulation of human vision during welding.
Since the possible correlation exists between the weld
penetration and pool geometry, the recognition tech-
nique may yield a promising approach for sensing and
controlling the weld penetration which have been
crucial problems in automated welding.
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